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Family-sized 

comfort 

for family 

bathrooms... 

The new VitrA Nest series represents 

high-quality design which is available 

to everyone in their bathroom 

regardless of bathroom size. With a wide 

range of functional products designed 

along new generation modularity, Nest 

serves the needs of every member 

of the family. Ergonomic features 

transform a bathroom to a pleasurable 

space. Nest yields practical solutions that 

offer family-sized comfort. Lines are pure 

and soothing, solutions “considerate” and 

“attentive” to real needs.

Nest is a family focused designer 

bathroom, serving every member 

of the family with multiple of features 

from the child step to night lights or easy 

to reach storage areas. Furniture, 

washbasins and faucets perfectly 

complement one another, creating an 

organic unity.
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Specialized in design strategy, graphics, 

product and interior design, Pentagon Design is a leading 

Finnish design agency. Winner of prestigious iF Product 

Design, red dot and Design Plus awards, Pentagon Design starts 

with an understanding of clients’ business drivers 

as well as consumer perspectives to develop product 

strategies that engage the user, the service and the 

architectural space.
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A designer
bathroom for all

A restful sense of tidiness, flexible modularity and 

helpful solutions designed with your family in 

mind. The Nest Trendy series offers you stylish 

practicality beyond all expectation. 
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LED-illuminated nights 

Nest Trendy single drawer washbasin 

cabinet is an exclusive new product 

from  VitrA. Sensor controlled LED 

lighting  strips around the mirror and 

beneath the washbasin different 

atmosphere and provide illumination 

at night time. 

Standard and asymmetrical

Nest Trendy washbasins of 

different sizes and shapes are 

beautifully complemented by 

water saving faucets specially 

designed for the series. 

The temperature control of the digital bath/shower 

mixer displays water temperature with great accuracy 

for extra comfort and safety. External power source is 

not required as the digital display is powered by the 

generator. The display also allows the user to keep 

track of water flow and total water used, enabling more 

efficient savings. 

The LED strip around the mirror lights up 

the bathroom subtly and tastefully. 
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Extensive 

storage space

Tall cabinets with single or double 

door options offer wide storage 

space to large families. The soft-closing 

cabinet doors are child-safe. 

The laundry basket is 

another novelty unique 

to Nest Trendy. Designed 

to fit under the 

washbasin cabinet, the  

unit can be used as a 

laundry basket if desired. 
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Young, smart and sensible. Just like your family... 

Nest Trendy is neat, natural and down to earth, with a 

subtle charm drawn from timeless Scandinavian style. 

The bathroom it creates is laid back and comfortable, 

responsive to your needs as it is to your dreams. 
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Illuminated mirror cabinets are a smart way of using the walls to 

create more storage space in the bathroom. 

Available in thick or slim designs, different sizes, compact or 

asymmetrical models, Nest and Nest Trendy washbasins offer you 

a wide range of choices for the bathroom of your dreams.

Built with a polycarbon inner chamber, The Nest Trendy toothbrush holder 

is superbly hygienic and dishwasher safe. Soft-contoured accessories and the 

silicon-lidded toilet brush are comfortable to use without having to worry about 

remove scratch marks on ceramic surfaces. 

The double drawer washbasin cabinet seamlessly extends under the 

vanity basin, providing wide storage space for all your needs. 

Combining contemporary forms with smart functionality, Nest series brings 

designer solutions within the reach of every family. Satisfying every individual need, 

Nest is a wonderful addition to a trendy family home. 

Intelligent solutions for stylish convenience 
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Mirror with special illumination available in 60, 80 or 

100 cm sizes is great for adding depth and sparkle to 

the bathroom space. Recommended together with 

the asymmetrical Nest washbasin, the double door 

washbasin cabinet creates room for storage while saving 

space in small bathrooms. 
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A narrow double door cabinet that goes with the asymmetrical washbasin 

saves space and helps you keep your bathroom neat thanks to its surprisingly 

wide storage area. Soft closing cabinets are child-safe and silent. 

Concealed fixing installation of the WC pan provides visual integrity and 

ease of cleaning. The water saving WC pan is ideal for large families, and 

parents will love the soft closing WC seat for its safe and silent operation. 

Wall-mounted toothbrush holder, liquid soap 

dispenser and towel bar complement 

the sensibly stylish Nest design. 

The specially designed bowl of the washbasin rules out 

water splashes. Perfectly integrated with the cabinet, 

it leaves you a safely dry vanity space on the countertop. 
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Popular with the 

entire family 

The new VitrA series Nest pampers 

every member of the family, serving

their individual needs with a wealth 

of specially designed features from the 

vanity basin to the spacious washbasin 

cabinet or the mirror shelf that keeps 

small items within easy reach. 
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Nest is designed to make each member 

of the family feel at home. Subtle touches 

of design add up to create a bathroom 

space that offers everyone a personalized 

experience. 

The child step is a small but significant detail 

that sets Nest apart as a “family bathroom”. 

Besides helping children to easily reach up to the 

washbasin, the step conceal is a storage space 

for favorite toys as well. 

Childlike ingenuity  
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Refined details

Silent and soft closing cabinet doors are child-safe. 

The 100 cm asymmetrical vanity basin provides a wide open 

space for bathroom items and activities. 

Seamlessly fitting under the vanity basin, 

the washbasin cabinet is aesthetic and 

convenient. The mirror with shelf is 

available in 60, 80 and 100 cm sizes 

and can be complemented with a 

stylish lamp.  
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The 45 cm Nest washbasin cabinet is one of the VitrA 

features that sets the series apart. It is a great way of 

dealing with space constraints. 

Extensive solutions 
for small spaces  

A compact solution set for smaller bathrooms: 

Plain mirror with shelf and lighting over a pedestal or 

semi-pedestal washbasin. The towel bar that can be 

fitted on the 60 cm washbasin adds flair to the set. 
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Nest Trendy
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A pledge to the future.
Key data in diverse fields indicate the world could be 
at a critical junction in terms of sustainability. 
What is at stake here is no less than the survival of our 
beautiful blue planet. As a major global manufacturer 
of industrial products, we as VitrA are well aware of our 
responsibilities. Conservation of natural resources has long 
been the primary goal of our  sustainability efforts to help 
preserve the living planet for future generations.
Blue Life is a set of guidelines embraced by VitrA as the 
tenet of our  production, design and management systems.

Production Certificates 

ISO 9001 Quality Certificate 

ISO 14001 Environmental Certificate 

EN 16001 Energy Management System Certificate 

OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health and Safety Management System Certificate 

Production Certificates 

TECHNICAL

SPECIFICATIONS
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Icon guide 

SENSOR

INTEGRAL LIGHTING WATER SAVING 

SOFT CLOSING ENERGY SAVING 

Vanity basin, 60 cm

Code: 5685

Weight (kg): 13

Tap hole options:  

One tap hole

3 tap holes

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White

For with LED version please, refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Compact vanity basin, 60x35 cm

Code: 5689

Weight (kg): 10

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole on right

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Code: 5687

Weight (kg): 20

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

3 tap holes

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White

For with LED version please, refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Code: 5686

Weight (kg): 16 

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

3 tap holes

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White

For with LED version please, refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Vanity basin, 80 cm

Vanity basin, 100 cm

Code: 56125

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 60x35x52

Compatible items: 

5689 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

Code: 56129

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 80x35x52

Compatible items: 

5689 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin and siphon included.

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin and siphon included.

Narrow washbasin unit, 60 cm

Narrow washbasin unit, 80 cm

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Code: 56133

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 100x35x52 

Compatible items: 

5689 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Grey natural oak
Color options:

Code: 56134

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 60x45x32 

Compatible items: 

5685 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin included.

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin included.

LED lighting with sensor under the 

washbasin.

Washbasin unit with 1 drawer, 60 cm

Norrow washbasin unit, 100 cm

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Code: 56138

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 80x45x32

Compatible items: 

5686 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

Code: 56142

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 100x45x32

Compatible items: 

5687 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Grey natural oak
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin included.

LED lighting with sensor under the 

washbasin.

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin included.

LED lighting with sensor under the 

washbasin.

Washbasin unit with 1 drawer, 80 cm

Washbasin unit with 1 drawer, 100 cm

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Code: 56143

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 59x45x52

Compatible items: 

5685 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

Code: 56147

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 80x45x52

Compatible items: 

5686 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin included.

LED lighting with sensor under the 

washbasin.

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin included.

LED lighting with sensor under the 

washbasin.

Washbasin unit with 2 drawers, 80 cm

Washbasin unit with 2 drawers, 60 cm

Code: 56151

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 100x45x57

Compatible items: 

5687 Nest Trendy washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Grey natural oak
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin included.

LED lighting with sensor under the 

washbasin.

Washbasin unit with 2 drawers, 100 cm

Code: 56159

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 60x4x70

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Surrounding LED lighting included. 

Illuminated mirror, 60 cm

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Code: 56163

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 80x4x70

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:      

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Surrounding LED lighting included.

Illuminated mirror, 80 cm

Code: 56167

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 100x4x70

Material: Thermoform

Color: Grey natural oak
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Surrounding LED lighting included. 

Illuminated mirror, 100 cm

Code: 56168

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 60x15x70

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

For left version and color options, please 

refer to vitra.com.tr

Illuminated mirror cabinet, 60 cm, right

Code: 56175

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 80x15x70

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Illuminated mirror cabinet, 80 cm

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Code: 56179

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 100x15x70

Material: Thermoform

Color: Grey natural oak
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Illuminated mirror cabinet, 100 cm

Code: 56180

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 80x42x38

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Base unit with wheels, 80 cm

Code: 56184

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 100x42x38

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Base unit with wheels, 100 cm

Code: 56188

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 45x37x160

Material: Thermoform

Color: Grey natural oak
Color options:

For right version and color options, 

please refer to vitra.com.tr.

Tall unit, with 1 door, left

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Code: 56192

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 64x37x160

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Tall unit, with 2 doors

Code: 56196

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 38x38x14

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For color options, please refer to

vitra.com.tr.

Child step Basin mixer

Code: A42300EXP

Coating: Chrome

Aerator: Silicone cache aerator with flow 

restrictor provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate

Spout length (mm): 120

Spout height (mm): 75

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Basin mixer (With pop-up)

Code: A42308EXP

Coating: Chrome

Aerator: Silicone cache aerator with flow 

restrictor provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate

Spout length (mm): 120

Spout height (mm): 75

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter
Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Code: A42309EXP

Coating: Chrome

Aerator: Silicone cache aerator with flow 

restrictor provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate

Spout length (mm): 142

Spout height (mm): 190

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Basin mixer with pop-up (High)

Code: A42301EXP

Coating: Chrome

Aerator: Silicone cache aerator with flow 

restrictor provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate

Spout length (mm): 142

Spout height (mm): 190

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Basin mixer (High)

Code: A42303EXP

Coating: Chrome

Aerator: Silicone cache aerator with flow 

restrictor provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate

Spout length (mm): 75

Spout height (mm): 95

Code: A42240EXP

Coating: Chrome

Aerator: Silicone cache aerator with flow 

restrictor provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate

Spout length (mm): 142

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Basin mixer (For basin with 3 holes)

Built-in basin mixer (Exposed part)
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Bath mixer

Code: A42242EXP

Coating: Chrome

Spout length (mm): 145

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Code: A47093EXP

Coating: Chrome

Spout length (mm): 178

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Bath mixer (Digital)

Built-in basin mixer (Concealed part)

Code: A42230EXP

Code: A42227EXP

Coating: Chrome

Code: A41949EXP

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Code: A47084EXP

Coating: Chrome

Shower mixer (Thermostatic)

Built-in bath/shower mixer (Exposed part)

Built-in bath/shower mixer (Concealed part)
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy
Built-in shower mixer (Concealed part)

Code: A42213EXP

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Code: A42228EXP

Coating: Chrome

Aerator: Silicone cache

Spout length (mm): 175

Spout

Code: A42249EXP

Spout connection pipe

Code: A42114EXP

Coating: Chrome

Aerator: Silicone cache aerator with flow 

restrictor provides max. 9 L/min. flow rate

Spout length (mm): 170

Spout height (mm): 337

Cartridge: Cartridge with flow rate and 

temperature limiter

Sink mixer

Code: A41433EXP

Coating: Chrome

Built-in stop valve 

Built-in shower mixer (Exposed part)

Code: A42229EXP

Coating: Chrome
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Nest TrendyNest Trendy

Code: A44613EXP

Coating: Chrome

Toothbrush holder (Wall-mounted)

Code: A44614EXP

Coating: Chrome

Toothbrush holder

Code: A44615EXP

Coating: Chrome

Liquid soap dispenser (Wall-mounted)

Code: A44616EXP

Coating: Chrome

Liquid soap dispenser

Code: A44619EXP

Coating: Chrome

Code: A44620EXP

Coating: Chrome

Code: A44617EXP

Coating: Chrome

Code: A44618EXP

Coating: Chrome

Bathrobe holder

Roll holder (With cover)

Towel ring

Towel holder
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Nest

52

Nest Trendy

Code: A44621EXP

Coating: Chrome

Code: A44622EXP

Coating: Chrome

Roll holder

Roll holder (Double)

Code: A44623EXP

Coating: Chrome

Code: A44624EXP

Coating: Chrome

WC brush holder (Wall-mounted) WC brush holder

Washbasin, 60 cm

Code: 5681

Weight (kg): 17

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

3 tap holes

Compatible items:

5691 Trap cover

5683 Pedestal

340-1560 Towel bar

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White

Code: 5682

Weight (kg): 22

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

3 tap holes

Compatible items:

5691 Trap cover

5683 Pedestal

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White

Washbasin, 80 cm

Washbasin, 45 cm

Code: 5680

Weight (kg): 11

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White
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NestNest

Code: 5684

Weight (kg): 29

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White

Code: 5138

Weight (kg): 35

Compatible items:

89 Toilet seat

30 Toilet seat

Material: Vitreous china

Color: 003 White

Code: 5683

Weight (kg): 28

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

3 tap holes

Compatible items:

5691 Trap cover

5683 Pedestal

Material: Fine fire clay

Color: 003 White

Washbasin, 100 cm

Asymmetrical washbasin, 100 cm

Back-to-wall WC pan

Close-coupled WC pan

Code: 5140

Weight (kg): 47

Compatible items:

5141 Cistern

89 Toilet seat

30 Toilet seat

Material: Vitreous china

Color: 003 White

Code: 5143

Weight (kg): 31

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

Material: Vitreous china

Color: 003 White

Bidet

Wall-hung WC pan

Code: 5173

Weight (kg): 28 

Compatible items:

89 Toilet seat

30 Toilet seat

733-XXXX Concealed cistern

740-XXXX-02 Concealed cistern

Material: Vitreous china

Color: 003 White

5143B003-0288 5143B003-0290
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NestNest

Code: 340-1560

Weight (gr): 900

Compatible items: 5681 washbasin

Material: Stainless steel

Coating: Chrome

Code: 5174

Weight (kg): 20 

Tap hole option:  

One tap hole

Compatible items:

424032 or 780-5820 in wall bidet carrier

Material: Vitreous china

Color: 003 White

Wall-hung bidet

Towel bar

Washbasin unit, 45 cm, left

Code: 56110

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 45x38x56

Compatible items: 

5680 Nest washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

For right version and color options, 

please refer to vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin and siphon included. 

Washbasin unit with doors, 60 cm

Code: 56117

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 60x45x56 

Compatible items: 

5681 Nest washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For color options, please refer to 

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin and siphon included. 

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak
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NestNest
Washbasin unit with doors, 80 cm

Code: 56121

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 80x45x56 

Compatible items: 

5682 Nest washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Grey natural oak
Color options:

For color options, please refer to 

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin and siphon included. 

Washbasin unit with doors, 100 cm

Code: 56122

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 100x45x56

Compatible items: 

5683 Nest washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Anthracite high gloss
Color options:

For color options, please refer to 

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin and siphon included. 

Asymmetrical washbasin unit with doors, 100 cm

Code: 56201

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 100x45x56

Compatible items: 

5684 Nest washbasin

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For color options, please refer to 

vitra.com.tr.

Washbasin and siphon included. 

Mirror

Code: 

56152 45 cm

56156 60 cm

56157 80 cm

56158 100 cm

Compatible items: 

56198 Lighting (right)

56334 Lighting (left)

X

56152 45 cm

56156 60 cm

56157 80 cm

56158 100 cm

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak
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NestNest
Mirror with shelf

Code: 

56153 60 cm

56154 80 cm

56155 100 cm

Compatible items: 

56198 Lighting (right)

56334 Lighting (left)

X

56153 60 cm

56154 80 cm

56155 100 cm

Tall unit, left

Code: 56187

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 45x37x160

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For right version and color options, 

please refer to vitra.com.tr.

Code: 56196

Dimensions WxDxH (cm): 38x38x14

Material: Thermoform

Color: Waved natural wood
Color options:

For color options, please refer to 

vitra.com.tr.

Child step

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak

Anthracite 

high gloss

Waved 

natural wood

Grey

natural oak



Sensor

Provides a smarter look, turning lights on when 

approached or when lightly touched

Soft closing

Special mechanism slows down drawer closing

motion, providing safety to children and seniors.

Integral lighting

Stylish and functional special lighting system

integrated high on the mirror.

Icon legends

Energy saving

The special cartridge with temperature regulator 

used in VitrA faucets allows users to set the 

maximum temperature of the water on the gray 

ring on the cartridge preventing excessive and 

unnecessary use of energy.

Water savings

Developed by VitrA, the WC pans designed with a 

special cistern structure and connectors that only 

require 2,5/4 L water flow have been endorsed 

according to EU standards for requiring the least 

amount of water for flushing.

The special aerator with flow regulator used in VitrA 

faucets decreases water flow from 12L/minute to 

a maximum flow of 9L/minute, resulting in a 40% 

savings on water consumption.

The temperature and water flow regulator 

cartridge allows users to set a maximum limit 

for flow resulting in up to 90% savings on water 

consumption.






